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Abstract. On the topic of hyperbolicspacesthere are someexcellentsurveys.In [28], Lang
discussedthe relation betweenhyperbolicgeometryand Diophantinegeometry.The paper
of Zaidenberg[48] describedmain resultson hyperbolicity in projectivespaces.Noguchi
[38] gavea surveyof open problemsin Nevanlinnatheory; theory of hyperbolicspacesand
Diophantine geometry. In thesepapers,the reader can find a picture of the developmentof
the theory up to the 1990-thyear. This surveyaroseout of attempsto give a brief description of recentresultsin the study of hyperbolicspaces.Of course,it doesnot pretendto be
an exhaustivestudy, but it doesfocusmainly on new resultsleadingtowards a solution of
Kobayashi'sconjectures.

1. Basic Notions. Problems
We first reclll a few basic facts concerning the concept of hyperbolicity.
Let D be a unit disc. The Poincari metric, also called the hyperbolic metric, on
D is defined bv the form

dz dz

(r - l,l')'
The tangent spaceT"(D) at a given point z can be identified with C, and if
u e T"(D): Cz under this identification,then the hyperbolicnorm of u under the
metric is

lrlurp,":H,
where lulro" is the ordinary absolutevalue on C. Note that for z : 0 the Poincar6
metric is the Euclideanmetric.
Now let X be a complex space.Let x,y e X. We consider sequencesof
holomorphicmaps
fi:D---+X,

j:1,-..,m
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and pointspj, qj e D suchthat f1(p1) : x, f^(q*) - y, and
fi@) : fi*t@i*).
In other words, we join x to y by a chain of discs.We add the hyperbolicdistancesbetweenpi and.Qj, and take the infimum over all suchchoicesof f1, pi, ej
to defineKobayashisemidistance
d, (x, y):

irrf f

dn p(pi, Qi).

j:1

Then d, satisfiesthe propertiesof a distance,except that d,(x, y) mry be 0 if
x * y, so d, is a semidistance.
Definition1.1. ThespaceX is said to be hyperbolic(in thesenseof Kobayashi)if d,
is actuallya distance,namelyf d,(x, /) > 0 for all pairs of distinctpoints (x,y)
in X.
We say that a complex spaceX is completehyperbolicif X is hyperbolicand
completewith respectto the distanced,.
Let X be a complex subspaceof a complex space I. Then X is said to be
hyperbolicallyembeddedin Y if X is hyperbolic,and satisfiesthe following condition. Let {xr}, {y"} be two sequences
in X convergingto points x, y in the closureof X in f, respectively.
If d,(xn, !n) ---+0, then x: !.
One of the important propertiesof a hyperbolicspaceX is that everyholomorphic map from the complexplane C into X is constant.We havethe following.
Definition 1.2. A complexspaceX is said to be Brody hyperbolic if there is no
nonconstantholomorphiccuruef : C - X.
If is well known that for a compactcomplexspace,Brody hyperbolicis equiualent to Kobayashihyperbolic.
In the 1970s,Kobayashiposedthe following problems[27].
Is a generichypersurface
X cPn of degreed large enough(say d>2n+l)
hyperbolically?1sP'\X hyperbolic(moreouer,hyperbolicallyembedded
into P" ) ?
In fact, the problems are closely related to each other. Let X ::
of degreed inP"; onemay look at
{l(r0,..., zr):0} be a smoothhypersurface
the hypersurface
. Pn+l
* r: {tXt : P(20,...,
",)\
which is a cyclic coveringof Pn. Sinceany holomorphic map f : C -- P'\X can
be lifted to X, it is clearthat the hyperbolicityof X would imply the hyperbolicity
of P'\X.
Now let us formulatemore preciselyKobayashi'squestions.LetPn7: PN,
/

N:

r\

(":o
\

4

/

)

- l, be the projective space whose points parameterize hyper-
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surfacesof degreed inP" (not necessaryreduced).Let H,1 cPnd be the subset
To precisethe meaningof "genericity"
correspondingto hyperbolichypersurfaces.
one could ask whetherHn1 containsa Zariski open subsetof Pn,afor d large
enoughwith respectto n. More generally,is the complementPng\Hnd containedin
q countableunion of hypersurfaces
in Pn,6for d >>n?
2. Conshuction of Hyperbolic Hypersurfaces
Although the setof hyperbolichypersurfaces
of degreed large enoughwith respect
to n is conjecturedto be Zariski densein PN(''d),it is not easyto constructexplicit
examplesof hyperbolichypersurfaces.
The first exampleof smooth hyperbolic surfacesof even degreed > 50 was
given by Brody and Green [5]. We will describesomerecentexampleslater, after
recallinga generalconstructionof Masuda and Noguchi.
Let X be a hypersurfaceof degreed(, of Pn definedby the equation
X : c 1 M ( + " ' + c r M (: 9 ,

ci€C+,deZ,d>0,

where {Mt : ,30 . . .tX!'}',=, is a set of distinct monomials of degree /
(a7o*. ..1o;n: l). Masudaand Noguchiprovedthe following:
Theorem 2.1 1331.Assumed > s(s - 2). Then there exists an algebraic subset
X c (C*)" suchthat X is hyperbolicif and only f (c1)e (C-)"\X.
We give here a sketchof the proof. Supposethat X is not hyperbolic,and let
f : ( f i , . . . , f " + ) " C - - - x+
be a nonconstantholomorphiccurvein X. We are going to showthat {c;} belongs
to an algebraicsubsetof (C-)". We may assumethat any fi + O.
First of all we claim that, under the hypothesisof Theorem 2.1, there is a
decomposition
of indices{1,..., r} : u It suchthat
(i) eueryIC containsat least2 indices,
(ii) the ratio of Mf of (z) and Mf of (z) is constantfor j, k e 11,
(iii) D c1M! of (z) : 0 for att (.
jele

The statementis proved by induction on s. The caseof s : 2 is trivial. One can
reduceto thecaseof (s - 1)monomials
by showingthat{M! of , j :1,..., s - 1}
are linearly dependentover C. If it is not the case,then the holomorphiccurve
s: z e C,-- (M( "f (z),. . . , M!-, "f (t)) e P"-2
is non-degenerate
in P"-2. Considerthe set of hyperplanesin generalposition
H 1 : { 2 1: 0 } , . . . , H , - 1 : { 2 " - r : 0 } ,
H , : { 4 4 * . . . f c r - rz " - r : 0 } .
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Then g ramifiesat leastd on Hi, j : 1,.. . , s, and by Cartan'stheorem,we have
s

/

-

,

t

\

I(t-'="1<s-1.
d /
F\
This is a contradiction,sinced > s(s- 2). Now for a decomposition
of {1, .. ., s}
as above,we set by : M! of (z)I Mf f (z).Then the linear systemof equations
"
AY: B,

/vo \
where,4is the matrix {uit-aw}, ,:

{logb1*},hasthe solution
I- | l,
":
\,. )
{log"fo,...,logfi}. Thus, the matrix I satisfiescertainconditionson the rank.
On the other hand, by the condition(iii) thereexist (ls, ..., An)ePn suchthat
(c;) e (C-)" satisfies
the followingequations:

D
rtn6"'..AX":0.
ie Ig

(1)

Hence,(c;) e (C-)" belongsto the projectionI . (C-)' of an algebraicsubsetin
(C*)" t Pu. The proof of the reciprocityis not difficult.
In [33], Masuda and Noguchi gave an algorithm to construct a system
- 1,..., s} such that the correspondingmatrix I does not satisfy the
{Mi,i
mentionedcondition on the rank. Sucha systemis calledadmissible.
Remark 1. In the case that {Mi, j - 1,..., s} is an admissiblesystem(and
d>s(s-2)), the hypersurface
X is hyperbolicfor all (c) e(C*)', and !:0.
Hence, by the algorithm of Masuda and Noguchi, we can construct explicit
examplesof hyperbolichypersurfaces
for everyn (and,d >>n).
Remark2. In somecases,the setI is not proper.For example,takeM i : zi, | : l,
j:1,...,n*l,n)3.
For all (cr.)e (C-)" and for arbitraryd, the hypersurface
correspondingto this caseis not hyperbolic(it is the Fermat variety).
Remark3. It is interestingto showthe caseswhen ! is a nonemptyproper subsetof
(C*)". Here we give such a case.By Masuda-Noguchi's result, for every n there
existsd(n) suchthat for d > d(n) thereexistsa hyperbolichypersurfaceofdegree
d inP'.Take d large enoughso that Hn,a# 0. Sincethe set H4 is open (in the
usual topology) (seel47l), by a small deformation, if necessary,we can take a
hypersurfaceX in H,,a with all nonzero coefficientsin the defining equation.
Hence,if s : N(n, d) the setX is nonemptyand proper.
By usingthe methodbasedon the proof of Theorem2.1, Masudaand Noguchi
constructedexplicit examplesof hyperbolichypersurfaces
in P3, Pa, P5.
For the caseof surfacesin P3 we can usethe following method.Take at first a
surfaceX c P3 suchthat everyholomorphiccurvein x is degenerate.
This means
that the imageof a holomorphicmap from C into X, f : C --+X, is containedin a
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proper algebraic subset of X. If one could prove that the image /(C) is contained
in a curve of genus at least two, then / is cofistant and X is hyperbolic.
In [34], Nadel used a method based on a rather difficult and technical theorem
of Siu l42l dealng with meromorphic connections to construct a class of hyperbolic surfaces in P', in which every holomorphic curve is degenerate. Then he
applied this result to the case of P3 and calculated the genus of curves containing
images of holomorphic curves and gave explicit examples of hyperbolic surfaces in
P3(C) of degree6k + 3 > 21.
By using Cartan's theorem, Ha Huy Khoai [2ll gave other classesof hypersurfaces in Pn with the property of degeneracy of holomorphic curves and constructed examples of hyperbolic surfaces in P' of arbitrary d > 22 (without the
restriction 3ld). We have the following.
Theorem 2.2l2ll.

Let X be a hypersurface in P" defined by the equation
X : c 1M 1 + " ' +

crMr:0,

ci*0,

w h e r eM i - r ? 0 . . . 2 f ; " , a p + . " + d i n : d , j : 1 , . . . , s .
M o r e o u e rl,e t X b e a
p e r t u r b a t i o no f t h e F e r m a t u a r i e t y ,i . e . ,s ) n * 1 , M i : z f , j - 1 , . . . , n i l .
Suppose that there is an integer k > 0 such that X satisfies thi following conditions
( i ) u 1 ^ i s e i t h e r 0 , o>r d - k , j - 1 , . . . t s , n t : 0 , . . . , i l .
. . . ,( n + 1 ) ( s - 2 ) ( s - 2 ) ( s - n - l \
T---------=T-\,.
,n, d
Then any holomorphic curue in X is degenerate.
From Theorem2.2, one can give the following examples of hyperbolic surfaces
in P3:

X : z( + rl + t! + z! + czf'zl'rl' :0,
wherec * 0, q * az+ at : d, ai > 7 (i : l, 2, 3), d > 22.
Notice that all explicit examples of hyperbolic hypersurfacesconstructed
before by Brody and Green, Nadel, and Masuda and Noguchi are of degree
divided by someinteger > 1.
Very recently, Goul [3] used a techniquesimilar to that of Nadel to prove
the following.
Theorem2.3 tl3l. ThesurfalceX cP3 definedby the equation
rf-z * e2zf,tl-2 :0
+ z! + e1z2o
"!
is hyperbolicfor d > 14 andfor all but a finite numberof e1,q e C" .
x : z( + ,( +

3. Hyperbolicity of Complementsof Hypersurfaces
As mentionedin Sec. 1, the problem of constructinghyperbolichypersurfacesis
closely related to the problem of finding hypersurfaceswith hyperbolic com-
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plements.Recall that by Kobayashi's conjecture,the set of all hypersurfacesof
degreed inPn with hyperboliccomplementslVould be Zariski densein pn(z'd)i1
d>2n * 1. However, it seemsdifficult to construct explicit examplesof such
hypersurfaces.
The reduciblecaseis much easier,and we will considerit first.
By the classicalresults of Borel, Bloch, and Cartan, the complementof d
hyperplanesin generalposition is hyperbolic lf d > 2n * l. In [40], Ru gave a
necessaryand sufficientcondition for the set lf, of hyperplanesin P'(C) (not
necessarilyin a generalposition) suchthat P"\ltrl is Brody hyperbolic.
Theorem3.1 [40]. Let af, be a set of hyperplanesin P" (C) and let I be the correspondingset of linear forms in n * | uariablesdefining the hyperplanesin af,. Then
the complementof the union of hyperplanesin 3f is Brody hyperbolicin Pn if and
only if drm9 : n * l, andfor eachproper nonemptysubsetg 1 of g,
91a(9-9r)ag:6.
Theorem 3.1 follows the mentionedresult of Bloch, Borel, and Cartan, and
that the complementof 2nhyperplanesis not hyperbolic(Kiernan [26], Snurnitsyn

t44D.
Babets [2] and Eremenko and Sodin [4] generalizedCartan's theorem on
value distribution of holomorphiccurvesto the caseof hypersurfaces,
and proved
the following.
Theorem 3.2 l2l, ll4l. Euery holomorphicmqp .f : C -- P'(C) , omitting 2n * |
hypersurfaces
in generalposition is constant.
Recall that hypersurfaces
X1,..., Xq(q>n+2) is said to be in general
position if their defining homogeneouspolynomials are multiplicatively independent (pairwise linearly independent),and any n * I among the equations
9j(t0,. . . , zn): 0, I (,t < q do not havecommonnonzerosolutionsin C'+1. Ru
gave another proof of the Babets-Eremenko-Sodintheorem,and also discussed
the caseof the corrplement of 2n hypersurfaces.
Defnition 3.3. Thehypersurfaces
Xr,. . . , Xo are said to be geometricallyin general
position tf they are in generalposition and they intersecttransuersally,i.e., the
components
haueno commontangentat thepoints of,intersection.We hauethefollowing theorem.
Theorem3.4 [39]. Let X be the union of q (irreducible) hypersurfacesin P"(C)
geometricallyin generalposition. Let f : C --- P'(C)\X be holomorphic.Then the
imageof f is containedin a subuarietyof P'(C) of dimension2n - q I l. In particular, ,f q:Zn, then P'(C)\X is Brody hyperbolic (in fact, it is Kobayashi
hyperbolicand hyperbolically embedded)with three exceptionalcases:
(i) X ,r theunionof2n hyperplanes,
hauen hyperplanes
intersectat a point p and the
othern hyperplanesintersectat a point s, where/(C) ls containedin the linejoining
p and s.
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is bitangent to these two quadrics.
Dethloff et at.llll determined the case of reducible curves (n : 2) and proved
the following theorem by using the method of the Nevanlinna theory.
Theorem 3.5 U1]. Let S be the space of 3-tuples of quadrics. Then there exists a
proper algebraic uariety V e S such that for s e S\V the quasiprojectit)e uariety
J

to s) is comP'\ U f /s) (where(fr(s), f2(s), f3(s)) is the3-tuplecorresponding
p teti hyp erbolic and hyp erbolically embedded.
The algebraicsubsetZ in Theorem 3.5 is definedby the following conditions:
(i) All fi(s) are smooth (and of multiplicity one).
transversally'
(ii) The fi(s), i : 1,2,3 intersect
(iii) For any common tangentline of two of quadricsf;(s) which is tangentialto
ihesein points p and s resp., the third quadric does not intersectthe tangent in
both point p and s.
resultswere also obtained for the caseof curveswith at least
ln 1+e1,-similar
four irreduciblecomponents.
Zaidenbergproved
In 1471,
Now considerthe caseof irreducibleshypersurfaces.
the existenceof smooth curves(resp.surfaces)of arbitrary degree> 5 (resp'even
degree>350) of p2(C) (resp.P3(C)) of which complementsare hyperbolicand
hyf,erbolicallyembeddedinto P2(C) (resp.P3(C)); however,their equationsare

Theorem3.6 t33]. There existsa smoothhyperbolichypersurfaceof euerydegree
d > d(n) of P"(C) suchthat its complementis completehyperbolicand hyperboliinto P"(C), whered(n) is a positiueintegerdependingonly on n.
cally emibedded
Theorem3.6 follows from the existenceof hyperbolichypersurfaces(Theorem
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bolic hypersurfaces,of which complementsare hyperbolic and hyperbolically
embedded.
,
Recently,Siu and Yeung [43]maderemarkableprogressby proving the analog
of Kobayashi'sconjecturefor plane curvesof degreelarge enough.
Theorem3.7 1431.There existsa positiueinteger6s satisfyingthefollowing. Let c
be a genericsmoothcomplexcurueinP2 suchthat the degree6 of c is at least 6s.
Then, there is no nonconstantholomorphicmap from C to pz\C. Here, generic
meansthat C^belongsto a Zariski opensubsetin the spaceof all complexcuruesof
degree6 inP2.
Moreover, Y. J. Siu and S.K. Yeung gavea condition to compute possible
valuesof de.For example,one can take 66 : 5 x 1013.
The proof of rheorem 3.7 is basedon the constructionofindependentholomorphic 2-jet diflerentials.The authors said that their method should be applicable also to the caseof dimension n with n-jets being used instead of 2-jets;
however,the technicaldetailsarc far more involved.
very recently,Dethloffandzaidenberyllzlhave given examplesof familiesof
irreduciblecurvesfor any even_d> 6 of which complementsare hyperbolic and
hyperbolicallyembeddedinto P2. Notice that while all exampleswhich are known
before are hyperboliccurves,Dethloff and Zaidenbergget examplesof eliiptic or
rational curves.

4. DiophantineGeometry
Recentstudiessuggestthat the hyperbolicityof completespacex is relatedto the
finitenessof the number of rational on integral points of x. In particular, Lang
made the following conjecture.
conjecture 4.1 1291.A projectiue uariety x has only finitely many k-rational
pointsfor euerynumberfield k if and only if the associatedcomplexspaceis Brody
hyperbolic.
For affinevarieties,Langl2gl also conjecturedthe following.
. For an affineuarietyX, if X is hyperbolicallyembedded
in itsprojectiueclosure,
then the numberof integralpoints of X is finite. Conuersely,thisfinitenessconjecturely impliesthat X is Brody hyperbolic.
Lang's conjectureis true for smoothprojectivecurves:curvesof genus >2 are
Brody hyperbolic,which is an easyconsequence
of the Uniformization Theorem
and Liouville's theorem; such curveshave only finitely many rational points by
Falting's theorem (the Mordell-weil conjecture).Faltings [15] also proved the
conjecturefor hyperbolicsubspaces
containedin an Abelian variety.
vojta [45] observedthe similarity betweenthe SecondMain Theorem (sMF)
of the value Distribution Theory and the Roth theorem in the theory of Diophantine approximations.Notice that most of the results on hyperbolic spaces
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mentioned in previous sectionsare obtained by using the Value Distribution
Theory. Then, due to Vojta's correspondence,one could translate a proof of
hyperbolicity of a variety into a proof of finitenessof rational points on the correspondingvariety over a number field. Let us recall somerecent resultsin this
direction.
Ru and Wong [41] proved the following arithmetic analog of the BlochCartan result:
Theorem4.2 l4ll. Let k be a numberfield. Then P'(fr)\{2n * l} hyperplanesin
generalposition (with algebraiccofficients) haueonlyfinitely many integralpoints.
This theoremwas generalizedto the caseof the complementof a set of hyperplanesin P'(k). We can formulatea theoremexactlyas Theorem3.1.
Let tr be a set of hyperplanesin P" with algebraiccofficients.
Theorem4,3 1401.
Let 9 be the correspondingset of linear forms in n * | uariablesdefining the
hyperplanesin #. Giuena numberfield k, let M(k) be the set of all nonequioalent
ualuationson k. ThenP"(k)\l/fl has onlyfinitely many (5, llfl)-integral points,
for eueryfinite set s c M(k) containingthe Archimedeanualuations,if and only if,
dimg : n * | andfor eachproper nonemptysubset91 of I ,
91o(9 - gr)o9:0.
CombiningTheorem 3.1 and Theorem4.3 one can say that P'(C)\l/fl is
Brody hyperbolicif and only if P"(k)\l/fl hasonly finitelymany (S, l#l)-integral
points, for every number field k, everyfinite set s c M(k) containingthe Archimedeanvaluations.In other words, Lang's conjectureis true for the caseof the
complementof hyperplanesin P'.
Theorem3.2 and Theorem3.4 also have arithmetic analogs.
Theorem4.41391.Let k be a numberfeld' M(k), S as aboue-Let X1,. . . , Xo be
inP"(k) in generalposition (any n]_l of themhaueempty interhypersurfaces
algebraiccofficients If s 2n f- | , then P" (k)\x has onlyfinitely
sections
with
)
7
many (5, X)-integralpoints,where* :
9_r*t.
Theorem4.5 t391.Let k be.qnumberfield M ( k), s asaboue.Let x be theunionof q
inP"(k) geometically in generalposition. Thenthe set
(irreducibte)hypersurfaces
of
of (5, X)-integral points of P" (k)\X is containedin a finite unionof subuarieties
2n - q + l.
P"(k) of dimension
In particular,,f q:2r, thenP"(k)\X has onlyfinitely many (5, X)-integral
points with thefollowing threeexceptionalcases:
(D X rr the union of2n hyperplanes,wheren hyperplanesintersectat a point p and
the othern hyperplanesintersectat a point s.
(11)X consistsof 2n - | hyperplanesand one smooth quadric (Q) such that n
hyperplanesintersectat a point p and the rest of the hyperplanesintersectwith Q at
a point s;

t0
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(iii) x consistsof 2n-2 hyperplanesqnd two smoothquadrics(h,
ez) suchthat
n - | hyperplqnesintersectwith Q1 at a point,p qnd the rest of the hyperplanes
intersectwith Q2 at a point s.
For n : 2 (the caseof curves),similar resultswerealso obtainedby wong
[46].
From the proof of rheorem 2.1, onecan seethat the constructionof Masuda
and Noguchi would have an arithmetic analogif one could prove the following.
Coniecture4.6 133].Considera homogeneous
equationof Fermat type
c l z f + - . . 1 c , z !: g ,
whereci e k* : k\{0}

Let s denotethe set k-integralsorutions.Assumethat
d>s(s-2).

Then there is a finite decompositions : U s,, andfor eachs, there is a decompositionof indices,{1,..., s} : U I4 satisfyingthefollowing;
(1) EueryIt containsat least2 indices.
(ii) Let i, k e \ be arbitrary indices.Thenthe ratio of zl and zf; are thesame all
for
butfinitely manyz e Sn.
(ttt)
cl zl : 0 for atl butfinitely manyz e Snandfor eachy.
,?
Notice that the proof of Theorem 2.1 used as an essentialtool the so-called
Cartan'sSecondMain Theoremwith n-truncatedcountingfunctions.rJp to now we
have only arithmetic Cartan's SecondMain Theorem with nontruncaledcounting
functions (Schmidt-schlikewei;see[45]).
Bombieri and Mueller [3] proved the function field analog of conjecture 4.6
ford>s!(s!-2).

5. tr'inal Remarks
while Kobayashi conjectured that the sets of hyperbolic hypersurfacesand
hypersurfaceswith hyperbolic complementscontain a zariskj open subset,Zaidenberg[47] proved that thesesets are open in the usual topology. Hence, the
Kobayashi conjectureswould be proved if one could prove that the property of
beinghyperbolicis an algebraicproperty. Therehavebeenseveralattemptsto find
an algebraiccharacterizationof complexhyperbolicity.We refer the readerto the
papersof Lang t28l-t301for detaileddiscussionson this topic. Here, we describe
some new ideas of Demailly and ones arising from the work of Masuda and
Noguchi[33].
Let x be a projective algebraic vaiety. If x is hyperbolic, then x has no
rational and elliptic curyes, and more generally, every holomorphic map
f : Z --+x from an Abelian variety (or complex torus) to x must be constani.
conversely, it has been suggestedby Kobayashi and Lang that thesealgebraic
propertiesare equivalentto hyperbolicity.To prove this, one would have to con-

ll
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struct a torus Z and a nontrivial holomorphic map f :Z--- X wheneverX is

pact curves(C) with genus(C,)/degree(Cr) --+0 should have a cluster set swept
out by the imageof a map f : Z --- X from a complextorus Z, suchthat the limit
X
of the sequenceof universal covering map A ---+C1---+
of some subsequence
(suitably repanmetized) coincideswith the image of a (not necessarilycompact)
straight line of Z into X. A relatedconjectureof Lang [2]statesthat a projective
variety is hyperbolicif all its irreduciblealgebraicvarietiesare of generaltype. The
most elementarystepwould be to excludethe caseof manifolds with c1 : 0, by
showingfor instancethat it does admit a sequenceof compact curves (C1) with
(C1)-' 0.
genus(C1)/degree
Another approach to Kobayashi's conjecturesis suggestedby the proof of
Ha Huy Khoai introducedthe notion of the Borel curue.By
Theorem2.1. ln 1221,
definition, a holomorphic curve in a hypersutfaceX is called a Borel curueif the
conditions(i), (iD, (iii) in the proof of Theorem2.1 hold. A hypersurfaceX is said
tobe Borel hyperbolicif everyBorel curvein X is constant.Let B(n, d) denotethe
set of Borel hyperbolic hypersurfacesof degreed in Pn. It is proved l22l that
B(n, d)is a Zariskidensesubsetin PN, N:

N(n, il ' : (" i')
\

q

- | for d large
/

enough with respect to n. As a consequencewe have the following.
Theorem 5.11221.For euery n e Z, n > 0, there exists an integer d(n) satisfying the
Z of
following. For any d > d(n) there exists a nonempty Zqriski open subset
-2),
hypersurthe
N(N
PN, N : N(n, d), such that for any X in Z andfor dt >
face X4, is hyperbolic.
Here, we use the following notation. If X is defined by
X : c 1M 1 + . . . + c r M r : 0 ,
then X1, is defined by
Xd,:ctU('+ "'*c,

M!' :0.

To conclude this survey, we would like to mention that in the recent few years,
the hyperbolicity in the non-Archimedean case has been investigated. We refer
[37] for details.
the reader to the papers [8], [9], [19], [20], [23], [31], 1321,1361,
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